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A. ATTENDANCE AND ORGANIZATION OF WORK

Opening of the meeting :-.■■' ■

1. The third'meeting,of the Intergovernmental Committee of Experts for Science
and Technology Development was held in Addis Ababa from 26 to"30 November 1984.
The head of the Egyptian delegation, which had provided the chairman for the
second meeting, presided over the opening session. After making a few remarks on
the importance of the Committee's work and the seriousness which it required from
all those attending he called upon tlie representative of .the United -Nations, .,
Economic Commission for Africa to open the meetinp.

2. The Chief of the Natural Resources Division at FC*, «r. Peter N., Mwanza*
opened the meeting by reading an address on behalf of the Executive Secretary;.
After extending a warm welcome to the participants he recalled the decision taken
by the Committee in November 1983 to reorganize the activities of. the forking
Groups on a subregional basis and outlined the ^ollow-up actipn taken by the .
secretariat in contacting the convenor countries and in securing resources Sot the
activities of the Working Groups. He invited the meeting to discuss further how
the Working Groups could be effective in strengthening the Intergovernmental
Committee. He pointed out that the Committee would review the implementation of
the science and technology chapter of the Lapos Plan of. Action since its second
meeting; he hoped that the Committee would take stock of the progress made and
recommend .how to deal with the obstacles encountered. He, referred to the ''.-■
secretariat's plans to carry out a comprehensive mid-decade review of the>imple
mentation of the science and technology chapter of the tagos Plan of Action and
called upon participants to ensure that their countries' contributions were
completed and submitted to the secretariat in due time. ECA; in collaboration
with the United Nations Centre for Science and Technology for Development in
New York,had in "arch 19S4, completed a review and appraisal of progress in the
implementation of the Vienna Programme of Action on science and Technology for
Development in Africa; the report on the review had been considered by the tenth
meeting of the ECA Conference o^ Ministers iv. May 19,04. The report contained
useful observations on the problems facing the region in the area of science and
technology. He recommended it to the attention of participants. ,

3# On the subject of new technologies and their implications for Africa's
development, he reported that at a meeting convened in Swaziland in October 1984
experts from Africa and other regions had examined the issues and recommended action
to:be taken at national and regional levels. Tt was evident that Governments
needed to strengthen their national action in technology assessment in order to
make informed choices on new and emerging technologies, which could have far-
reaching consequences for "the future of the African region.,

4. Before closing his address he drew attention to the economic and social
.xrisig which Africa was currently facing and urged the Committee to consider the
contributions science and technology could make to support the measures adopted
at; the tenth meeting of the FCA Conference of Ministers for dealing with the
crisis.
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Attendance

Tanzania, Uganda* Zaire and Zambia.

6.' The following United Nations specialized agencies and other
were represented at the meeting the United Nations Industrial dS^SJ
Organization (UNino); the United Nations Development Pro£a»e SK^e Food
and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (PAO)" limited Nations
Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (WESCO); the l*

*"*

^dies^^
Design and Manufacturing (APCROFM) were also represented

Election of the bureau

2ll0W!"g offic»s were unanimously elected to serve on the Bur

a
Adoption of the agenda and the programme, of work •■ - - -

9. The following agenda was unanimously adopted-

1. Opening of the meeting

2* Election of thebureau .. -. ; ■

3. Adoption of the agenda and the programme of work

4. Matters arising from the report of the second meeting

°f the SCienGe and technoa°^ chapter 61 the Ufeos Plan

social crisis facin'Amca and the science and

7. New technologies and their implications on Africa^ deyelopmeftt strategy

l Connnitt.e and^their

9. Any other business

10. Adoption of the report and closure of the meeting
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B. ACCOUNT OP PROCEEDINGS

Matters arising from the report of the second mepting

10, A representative of the secretariat "introduced document SST/IGCFSTD/3/4

and informed the meeting about action taken in relation to questions considered

at the second meeting, remarking that the report of the second meeting had been

considered at the tenth meeting of tfte'SCA Conference of Ministers, which had

taken note of it and adopted resolution 509 (XIX) on strengthening African

capabilities in science and technology matters. He then cornmented on the other

points raised in the paper viz: the publication of a directory on aspects of

science and technology, the review and appraisal' of proenress in the implementation

of the Vienna Programme of Action and Operational Plan since 1980, the Committee's
Working GrOups and'follow-up activities by the secretariat, and contacts made

with member States regarding the Science and Technology "tork Programme for 1984/85

11, With regard to the decision taken by the Committee at its second meeting and

the resolution adopted by the HCA Conference of Ministers, the view was expressed

that the Committee should devise ways to increase its effectiveness in whatever

activities; it decided on during its meetings. The Committee was called upon to

consider measures by which science and technology could lead to greater self-
reliance among member States.

12, With regard to the publication of the directory on aspects of science and

technology in Africa, the representative ofUNESCO informed the meeting that his

organization had plans to revise its publication on "Survey of Scientific and

Technical. Potential for countries in. Africa?.1 in collaboration with the African

Regional Centre for Technology and other United Nations Organizations. He indicated

that his organization was still considering the possibility of convening, early in

1985, a'meeting of relevant organisations to harmonize their activities relating
to the publication of directories in the field of science and technology. During
the debate several participants cautioned against the multiplicity of directories

and called for more co-ordination on such activities. The Committee also recom

mended a directory of science and technology focal points at national level which

could facilitate contacts amongst the member States and between United Nations

and other organizations and agencies and African Governments on matters of science
and technology.

13, On the regional review and appraisal of the progress achieved in the imple

mentation of the Vienna Programme of Action ar>d its Operational Plan, the

Committee was briefed about the findings and conclusions derived from the exercise

and the action necessary to spearhead the development of science and technology in

the region during the rest of the 1980s and beyond. Participants were' invited

to study the report of the review (E/ECA/CM.10/25) for further details.

14, The question of Working Croups was raised, and it was reported that only one,

that pf the East African subregion, had met. FCA's contacts with the other

possible convenors of the subrepional meetings had not yet borne fruit although

furtner efforts were being made to obtain responses from them. The representative

of Egypt informed the meeting that the matter was receiving appropriate attention:
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Egypt would convene the North African '"orVing ^roup soon, The representative of

Zambia indicated that the organization which he worVcS for had not received the

ECA communication hut assured the meeting that the rnattar^j^uIdJ2£_.acted upon

promptly as soon as it was officially brought to the attention of his organization,

15. In response to a question about the bilateral project for promoting rural

technologies in Africa which had been reported on at the" second meeting, the re

presentative of the secretariat indicated that ECA had initiated contacts with

India which had culminated in the transfer of technologies demonstrated to the

members of the Committee in 1983. A" study tour in China had afforded an

opportunity to look at1 rural energy technologies, particularly bipmass energy.

He stressed that the rural technologies Keing sought were not" inferior but had

been picked for their suitability to African conditions. One participant informed

^the meeting that such technologies existed already in his country and could be'

diffused to other countries of the region. He extended an invitation to other

African Governments to visit his country and learn at first hand from its

experience.

16; With regard to' the mobilization of: the adaptive technology; potential in the

informal sector, the secretariat provided a progress report on the follow-up to

the Dakar Workshop reported on in paragraph 67 of the report of the second meeting

outlining the objectives of a workshop to be held- from 26 November to 7 December

1984 to focus attention on technology policy and plannin? in the informal sector

with special reference to food, agriculture and energy in the East African subrepion.

Implementation of the science and technology chapter of the Lagos Plan of Action

17, The Chairman introduced the item by briefly describing1the institutional
machinery established since the 1979 Vienna Conference on Science and Technology

and how it had progressed to*'fate, He pointed out that the Lagos Plan of Action

adapted in 1980 contained a chapter on science and technology written in reaction

to the dismal outcome of the Vienna'Conference negotiations. Since the adoption

of the Lagos Plan of Action the Intergovernmental Committee had regularly reviewed

action undertaken to attain the objectives set out in the science and technology

chapter. '

18, A representative of the secretariat introduced document SST/IGCEcTO/3/6, '

containing FCA's response to the various nroprammes in the science and technology

chapter, and highlighted the key points in the report. Under programme 1 the

secretariat had undertaken an advisory mission to Comoros on the establishment of
a national machinery for science and technology, and collaborated with other

institutions in promoting the Lagos Plan of Actibn,

19, With regard to the development of human resources for science and technology

the secretariat had collaborated with the deans of engineering faculties in

Africa"at two meetings organized by the secretariat of the African Network of

Scientific and Technological Institutions (ANSTF) in the elaboration of their

activities in response to the science and technology chapter of the La^s Plan of

Action. In Collaboration with the Commonwealth Secretariat; consultations had been
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held with African deans of engineering faculties and principals of polytechnics

in the elaboration of programmes to improve engineering training. Fo11ow-ut>

activities for the establishment of model tfain'n^ and nroduction workshops in

engineering disciplines had been initiated in collaboration with UNFSCO, with

regard to the mobilization of the adaptive technology potential in the informal

sector, plans has been laid for a workshop in Nobemher/December 1984 on technology

policy and planning on the informal sector, focusinp on food, agriculture and

energy in the Sast African subregion. Tie secretariat's activities under this
programme had a significant bearing on programme 4.

20» On the development of infrastructure for science and technology, missions

had been undertaken to some African countries to atmraise their legislation and

machineries for regulating technology imports. The secretariat had collaborated

with OAU and other organizations in convening an exnert eroup on the impact of

new technologies on Africa's development: the group's recommendations included

institutional arrangements for dealing with this question.

21* Under programme 5 the secretariat had continued its activities on.the

demonstration of rural technologies. A mission had been undertaken to three

African countries with a view to selecting a country to host the training and

demonstration centre in rural technology to be established under the second

grant provided by the Indian Government. Reparding programme 6, the secretariat's

activities were geared to fostering appropriate science and technology inputs for
the development of programmes in the nriority sectors as detailed in document
E/RCA/CM/10/3S.

22. A study on the mobilization of funds for science and technology had been

undertaken in 1°84; its.findings would be made available in 1985. The secretariat'
continued to provide technical support to intergovernmental technological
institutions,

23. The discussions following this presentation was based on queries raised by
participants. In answer to.a suggestion that the secretariat's resources were

spread over a large number of activities it was explained that the science and

technology work prograimne focused on three main areas, viz: the development of

policies and machinery for science and technology; the development of manpower for
science and technolopv; and the promotion o* regional and interregional co

operation. However, the secretariat did in fact undertake additional activities

supported by extrabudgetary resources as reported in the presentation of the
document.

24. In reply to another set of questions, the secretariat assured the Committee
that the question of a host country for the rural technology centre would be
settled as soon as prospective host countries confirmed their commitments to

provide support services to the proposed centre. The choice of a host country
for the Regional Solar Fnergv Centre remained unresolved and was likely to await
the outcome of the activities of the.committee on..the evaluation, harmonization .
and/or merger of the activities of African multinational institutions sponsored
by EGA and OAU as per Commission resolutions 477 (XVITT) and 519 (XIX).
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25. At the conclusion of the discussion on the secretariat's paper the Chairman

invited representatives of member States to inform the Committee about action

taken at national level since the second meeting of the Intergovernmental

Committee in implementation of the science and technology chapter of the Lagos
Plan of Action.

26, The representative of Burundi informed the meetinp that since the activities

relative to the implementation of the science and technology chapter of the Lagos

Plan of Action were not reported at earlier meetings of the IGCESTED he wanted to

provide some details, v-ith regard to the co-ordinatin? machinery in science and

technology, a Department of Higher Education and Technical Research in the' Ministry

of National Education had been established in 1983."' He reiterated that Burundi was

basically an/agricultural country and had a good 'in"fr;astructure in this domain eVeh

before the Lagos Plan of Action was proclaimed. He''specifically named the

Institute of Agronomic Research of Burundi which concerned itself with the selection

and propagation of selected seeds and animal species. As a member of the Economic

Community of the Great Lakes Countries (CFPGL), Burundi had participated in the

setting up of the Institute of Agronomic and Zootechnique Research located in

Burundi which undertook research at regional level. The.country undertook "research
in tropical diseases,e.g. malaria and has a centre for studies on alternative energy
studies. "■' " ' ■■■■■■■

27. The representative of Fthiopia reported that the Ethiopian Science and

Technology Commission (FSTC) and the "Development Projects Study Agency (m>SA) were

the principal organs in science and technology matters. Tn the period under review

the country had been engaged in the preparation of a ten-year perspective plan

which had a distinct science and technology chapter, tinder the auspices of DPSA a

nuinber of techno-economic studies had been undertaken in the sectors of food,
Pharmaceuticals, and electronics, and on the technological impact of the Manned

expanding investment and production of these sectors on the technological capability
of the nation*

28, the representative o^'Kenya informed the'meeting that the National Council
for Science and Technology O'CST) had recently been placed under the Ministry of
Education, Science and Technology. An internal review'of the Council had been

undertaken with a view to giving it better direction in the next five years,- and
the establishment of five"research institutes tinder the NCSt had been completed.

As reported before, science and technology formed a chapter in-the Fifth development

Plan for 1983-198S. A manpower development survey o* scientific and technological

manpower had been completed, and a second university established in 1984 with the

initial faculties of Wildlife Management, Forestry and wood Technology. In the

area of transfer of technology a draft on patents policy was soon to. be.presented

to Parliament for approval, ?'ith regard to local production capacities the Railway

Workshops had been designated as national metal workinp workshops. Rural develop

ment was an important corrponent of the current development plan. Concerning the '.

science and technology inputs in programme sectors he reported on the use of remote

sensing techniques in yield estimation for wheat and maize. On the mobilization

of resource' fox* science and technology, negotiations were still continuing regarding
the introduction of a science and technology levy.

■on*
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29. The representative or the United Republic of Tanzania reported that following
extensive consultations amongst Government ministries and parastal organizations
which started in 1977 a draft -proposal on a national science and technology policy
had been produced in 1983 and commented on by the National Scientific Research
Council and the Ministry of Planning and Economic Affairs *rior to its consideration
by a national workshop in August 1984. The final draft emerging from the workshop
would be submitted to the Cabinet through the appropriate ministry. In the area of
manpower for science and technology, the Government '>ad established, in July 1984,
a University of Agriculture at ^orogoro. ^ith regard to the development of rural
energy technology a project had commenced in Dodoma Region on the design and

testing of suitable alternative energy resources for the region, focusing on biogas,
charcoal stoves and wood stoves.

30. The representative of Uganda, recalling the report at the second meeting of
the IGCESTD regarding efforts towards the creation of a National Science and
Technology Council (NSTC), indicated that the necessary legal documents were ready
awaiting approval by the National Assembly. In the meantime, however, the Govern
ment had taken policy decisions on the future of the NSTC - to transform it into
a Darastatal organization under the Ministry of Planning and Economic Develorment

which had recently been reorganized to play a co-ordinating role in economic and
development planning matters including science and technology. In the field of
human resources development, the Uganda Technical College had been turned into a
campus of the Makerere University to house the Faculty of Technology; and nine new
Technical Colleges had been established for the training of professional engineers.
Foreign assistance had been secured for the improvement of capabilities and
infrastructure in existing research establishments in the agricultural sector.
Extensive research and development work on renewable enerpy technologies continued
under the auspices of the Corwonvealth Science Council/Africa Energy'Programme, and
these activities had given rise to the need for a national demonstration centre,
the establishment of which v/as under consideration by NSTC. Plans were also
under way to introduce radio and TV programmes to famiiiarize the general nublic
with activities and achievements in science an'* technology.

31. The representative of Zambia reported that since the second meeting of the
Committee, his country had continued to implement the science and technology
chapter of the Lagos Plan of Action in all eight nrogramme areas. Significant
activities included the following:

^ (a) The placement of the National Council for Scientific Research under the
Ministry of Higher Education responsible for science and technology as well as
higher education;

(b) The commencement of civil works on the University of Zambia's School of
Veterinary Medicine;

(c) Increased enrolment in the School of Natural Science of the University
of Zambia owing to successful running of the Pre-Universitv Science Course and the'
strengthening of science teaching in secondary schools owing to the successful
running of the Mathematics and Science Teachers Course: the programmes in
question were funded by UNFSSTD;
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(d) The holdinp o^ the rirst National Tcience pair; an^

(e) The hosting nr three important international seminars in collaboration

with the International ^to^ic Fr* «ro-v ^re-ncv Ttap'1.] r>r> the sterile insect

technioue ^or tsetse flv eradication in -crica, and with the pnited Nations

Fnvironrent Procrp.nre 0"mf^") on t'-v? African environment.

.3?. The National Council ^o-1" ^cienti^ic n?sem-ch continue^, to strengthen its

ictivit7.es in nrovi/Mnf1 .■vi.vio* to '"ovenvent or science and techn°lory, ir. co

ordinating research in the countrv -ind in li^lsinr with all sectors or the

33. The representative of Ghana reported that in the area of institutional

development a Technology Transfer Centre was under establishment within the Council

for Scientific and Industrial Research and assistance was being sought for setting

up a National Science and Technology Information Centre. A draft legislation for

setting up a National Science and Technology Fund had been presented to the
Cabinet.

34, The representative of Malawi informed the meeting of the National Research

Council established some six years apo under the office of the President; its.

activities were organized under various research institutes. He could not/.'".-'

however, report on activities relating to the implementation of the science and

technology chapter of the Lagos Plan of Action, ,..

,35. The representative of Sierra Leone reported that there existed an orpan for

co-ordinating research in science and technology under the Ministry of Development

and Economic Planning. He was not in a position to report on activities undertaken

for the implementation of the science and technolopv chapter of the Lapos Plan of

Action, but hoped that these would be incorporated in a paper to be submitted to
the secretariat, .

36, The representative of Rwanda •re.tiqjftei! that in it's effort to develoD science and
technolrpy alon'j? the linos' of ;th.e Lft'gos Plan orAction, bis Government had included

it in"its five-year Plan (l°82-86) for economic, social and cultural development.

The country bad; a-Ministry of higher Education and Scientific Research which co

ordinated Science and technology development and the involenientation of policy at

the national, level, Resides, there existed a commission at higher level which

determined policy in science and technology,

37, In the actual implementation of activities iv science and technolopy Rwanda

had taken the necessary action and bad the follbwinp institutions;

(a) A research ceiitre on traditional medicine and nharmacopia;

C^-i A centre for the study and application of energy, attached to the
National University;

(c) The Institute of Agronomic Sciences of Rwanda (ISAP.) which undertook

fundamental ar-d applied research in .agriculture;

(d) The Institut National de Recherche Scientifiaue (INRS) which oversaw all
the research undertaVen in the nation.
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38. The representative of njibouti stated that barely two years after independence,

the Republic of Djibouti had established ;iir 1979 a National Institute for >"■'<■'

Scientific and Technical Research, covering several priority areas in th"e"''r'';

country: :r v-<

:. (.*) Earth sciences:^: geothermyj,; geological mapping, evaluation and develop

ment of .local construction

00 Life sciences; agronomical research;

(c) Human sciences: research on nomadise, cultural and linguistic research,

39. Between 1980 and 1984, in the middle of the international economic crisis,

the research budget had quadrupled,an4.-.Djibouti was thus able not only to

strengthen the existing units, but also to set up a new one, the appropriate

technology section, which operated mostly in the rural sector. For the past

year, special attention had.been given to the *ipht against desertification

and to the preservation of the few remaining forests, which were in a serious

state of depletion. To this end a national technical committee had been set up,

including officials and technicians from several ministries'under the guidance5of

the scientific research sector.

40. Managerial and technical staff traininp for scientific research was aprio-

rity^iB:b'Qth;carTent ^nd ^resent activities and .^ediaro*. ,and long-term planning.

The training provided was linked cjpsely. to nafipnal,. priorities and to field(;

work. All these activities were deyise^ wit^in^ne.spirit of the Lagos Plan-of
Action, eyen.though the i^eans remain,li^itetf'qprcpared,to the needs. He concluded his
statement by indicating that Diibout'i was" particularly ^interested in African regional
co-operation in scientific research especiallyVith Ethiopia.

41. The representative o^ the Sudan reported that the'Chairman of the Nations! Counc

for Research (NCR), who should have provided details of activities relating to the

implementation of the science and technology chapter of the Lagos Plan of.Action,

could not attend the meeting owin? to oth©r urgent cornrnittments. He elaborated on

current activities related to science ami technology in his country, foremost
among which was the fact that under the auspices of the NCR a national conference
had been convened under the, banner of 'MOOERN SCIENTIFIC STATE*. From this

conference an impressive number of recommendations., had emanated touching on every

aspect of social and economic development andnfbViding the conceptual framework
of a pipeline of projects with specific and; ^concrete, inputs of .modern science and
technology. He also informed the meeting tKat his country had'aaunched national
efforts to combat desertification by wa^ of -establishing national institutions
under the ausnices o^ MC^. soi«e 13 years previously. Sadly, specific projects with

verifiable scientific parameters and.modest costs were submitted.for implementation
to no avail, it being claimed that 'Sudan'[lacked absorptive capacity. His country
now faced an unprecedented drought with1 far-reachine ramifications and suffering
that could have well been prevented had national efforts been given proper
international supporto
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42. The representative of Egypt reported that his countTy continued to give emphasis

to the strengthening of its science and technology institutions at the policy-making,

strategy and operational levels through the Academy of Scientific Research and

Technology, and other relevant institutions and government ministries. The Academy

produced a technology policy for Egypt as well as the five-year plan for research

and developments Specialized institutions had be^v estat-.ished in the f:*lds of

.. metallurgical research and technology, tropical diseases, and computer applications.

The acquisition and transfer or technology hau been given increased attention through
the establishment of two offices, one for technology transfer and development and

the other for innovation and invention., and the Patent Office had been strengthened.

In the development of human resources, the Government had allocated 50 million

Egyptian pounds for training and retraining programmes, The financing of-science

and technology had improved through increased government allocations, research and
service contracts budgets* A national science and technology information network

linked to five sectoral nodes had come into operation. The National Research Centre

together with other specialized research and development institutions was spaarhead-
ing national programmes in the fields of energy, technology transfer and development

and there was the establishment of regional centres for rural development, the first
of which had been inaugurated in October 1984. Egypt paid special attention to co
operation in science and technology and other African countries could make use of
its rich experience in technology matters.

43. On the subject of institutional arrangements for scientific and technical
research, the representative of Mali told the nesting that his country-had had a
national cossaissicn on scientific and technical research^ functioning ctidSr the"

authority of the Minister for National Education, sinco shortly F.ftnr Inc^oencence.
That commissiciij to make it a ncre dynnnic body, had recently been reorganised and
elevated in status to a Central Council, chaired by the President of the Republic
with the Minister of National Education as his deputy. It now included" a national
commission and technical committees on each of the various sectors such as: agronomy,
zoology and veterinary medicine, forestry, cartography and remote sensing, and the
transcription of national languagesa

t44; The establishment;, in Bamako, of i-.he African Remote Sensing Csr.tre and'the;
CEAO-Regional Solar Energy Cert-re/ to mention but >wo. al. j illustrated Mali's
contribution to the promotion of regional co-operation in science and technology.

45. In accordance with chapter V of the Lagos Plan of Action, a national workshop
on "Technology, Jobs and Development" had. been held in November 1934 with support

from the International Labour Office and UNDP; UNCTAD and UNirO had taken part. The
workshop had discussed how best to take account of technology in terms of planning,
research and development information, training, production and marketing, ayid had
put forward recommendations for consideration by the Government. -..,..,

46, ■ The representative of Madagascar sMd that his Government had decided to
honour the country's wish tu enter the technology age by setting up a separate
ministry entirely devoted to a scierite and technology research for development in
October 1983. The ministry was res'nonsibfe tor co-ordinating science and'technology
research by partialy or wholly publicly-funded bodies ranging from financially
autonomous centres, laboratories and institutions to ministry units. It oversaw

the work of the National Centre for Applied Research on Rural Development, the
National Pharmaceutical Research Centre and the National Centre for Oceancgraphic
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f Research. The development strategy advocated in the charter of the Malagasy
socialist revolution called for agriculture, to.be regarded as the foundation and

i^?*^ ;as the ^Time force driving the economy towards the atairiment of self-
surficient, socialist economic development in Madagascar; In keening with that

- strategy, the country's second development Plan (1982-1987) was constructed around
a clear and precise definition of "key activities" and "key products" so as to
avoid dissipating efforts, to make optimum use of the resources available and j

N ^ence to establish a number o^ high-priority areas for attention: self-sufficiency
in tood, domestically-oriented industry, supplies and supply facilities, research,
neaitn, and development of items for export,. On the subject of general science -

Sfi1^?'+!££«£?Ve*nm?ntJwas in **? Process of drawing up a national policy .on the trans
fer of technological.advances. As regards tlie acquisition of technology, an investment
code was also m preparation.. A science and technology information and documentation
centre was being set up tp enhance the country's efficiency in that area. His
country was a firm believer in South-South co-operation and an active member of the
Indian Ocean Commission.

47. The representative of Zaire stated that although his countrv had not participated
in the past two meetings of IGCESTD, this did not mean lack of interest in the field -
or science and,technology; Zaire had established an infrastructure of institutions
responsible for, the planning and co-ordination of scientific and technological
activities in the country. Those institutions carried out important activities
ranging from the .design and formulation of policies and research programmes to the
implementation of specific studies in the different sectors of science and technology
In line with the directives of the Lalgbs Plan of Action, Zaire planned to reinforce
its existing institutional capacity within the context of its Quinquennial plan for
1986-1990, and to reform its educational system so as to produce sufficient human
resources for science and technology.,,■It considered that the rational utilisation
or national capabilities would safeguard national interests in the choice of techno
logies needed by African countries. Theresas\a need for'democratization in education
and^a qualitative and quantitative balance of trained personnel vis-a-vis the employment
needs of African countries, r \ r

48. The' representative of.the Republic of Camaroon made a short presentation
on structures set un by his Government since ^he adoption of the Lagos Plan of Action to
praaote science and technology. One was the Council for" Higher Education and Scientific
Research, whose chairman was the Head of State and whose task was setting and defining
policy on science and technology. However, the preparation, Programming and follow-up
or that policy was the resr>onsiblity of the Ministry of Higher Education and Scientific
Research^-established in-1384, which included a sub-directorate for Technological
Applications Development. This Ministry also supervised the National Committee for
Technological Development,; The task of implementing scientific policy fell to research
institutes, university, institutions and institutes of higher education under the-
technical ministries.

49, He gave an assurance that he[Would take up the question of his country's nomin
ation as convenor of the Central African Subregional forking^Grpup with the relevant
nigner authorities.
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50. At the conclusion of the above presentations the Chairman invited
delegations from organizations and institutions to report on their activities
for the implementation of the science and technoloj*y chapter of the Lagos
Plan of Action since the second meeting of Intergovernmental Committee.

51. The representative of the OAU secretariat introduced his statement by
recalling the parts of the Lagos Plan of Action which called upon the
secretariats of OAU and ECA to monitor the implementation of the Lagos ^lan
of Action. He confirmed that the OAU secretariat co-operated fully with
the ECA secretariat in the implementation of the activities reported in
document S $ T/IGCESTD/3/6, including the promotion of the activities of the
Intergovernmental Committee's Working Groups; the technical servicing of the
expert group meeting on new technologies; the provision of support to

African intergovernmental institutions and mobilization of resources
for one of them; and the monitoring of the implementation of the Lagos
Plan of Action. OAU had sent out questionnaires to member States with
a view to monitoring progress in the implementation of the Lagos Plan of
Action, and with the ECA secretariat, it planned to undertake joint missions
to African member States to promote the implementation of the Plan. Together
with UNFSSTD; OAU was also planning projects for promoting science and
technology in the region. He briefed the meeting on the health promotion
programmes which OAU was undertaking together with WHO. Finally he drew
attention to the Fourth African Trade Fair scheduled for 1985, and appealed
to member States to participate.

52. The representative of ILO informed participants of the ILO paper on "Develop

ments in ILO's Science and Technology Activities in Africa in 1984" prepared for

the current meeting and summarized some features of the ILO's science and technology ~*

activities since the previous meeting of the Committee* She stressed that ILO's

activities related mainly to programme 5 (on rural development) and, to a limited

extent, programme 3 (on science and technology infrastructure) of the Lagos Plan

of Action's chapter on Scior.^e end technology. She drew attention to what had

transnired at the Regional Consultations organized by ILO in July 1984 to discuss

the findings of its Regional Research Project on Farm Tools and Equipment Technology

with senior policy-makers from the project countries of Botswana, Kenya, the Sudan, the

United Republic of Tanzania and Zambia. She highlighted the contents of the recent

ILO Manual for West Africa on Improved Village Technology for Women's Food-Processing

Activities, ILO's current work on new and emerging technologies, and its new public

ation, Blending of New and Traditional Technologies, which summarized a number of

case studies recently undertaken by the ILO in this area. On the subject of women

and technology, she informed the meeting about the recently completed project on

technologies for rural women in Ghana under which the improved "Kagan" fish-smoking

oven, palm-processing equipment and soap-making technology - all locally produced -

had been introduced to, and adopted by, women in some Ghanaian villages* She also

referred to ILO projects on planning for cooking efficiency and on labour-intensive

road construction in Ethiopia,
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53. The representative of FAO reported that in addition to the information presented

in the document entitled "FAO contribution to the Implementation of the Lagos Plan
of Action" FAO had undertaken various activities since the last meeting of the

Committee. The creation of a new Research and technology Development Division by
the twenty-second FAO Conference (November 1983) was evidence of FAO!s will to

contribute fully to the solution of the food problems facing Africa.

54. During. 1984, assistance to member countries in research and technology develop

ment had increased.; -The Institute of* Agronomic and Livestock Research o£ CEPG1, had
received assistance with formulating research programmes on trypanosomjasis,-banana'

production and farming systems. ; Expert consultations on. strategies-for research,!; -'•*:■
management had been held in late 1983 at the International Livestock Certtre for V

Africa, Addis Ababa, Ethiopia, and in 1984 in Morogoro^ the United Republic of

Tanzania. Assistance had been given to Mali in restructuring its national agri

cultural organization and to the Sierra Leone Government to draft a constitution i

for the proposed National Agricultural Research Council. Identification missions ;~

had been sent to Angola and the Central African Republic.

55. One important area ©f FAO assistance was the promotion of TCDC* The Sahel insti

tute was receiving assistance with a feasibility study on .th^ establishment of '*■
four centres for collecting and conserving plant genetic mateHal from sorghum,
millet, cowpea and maize. Each Centre would serve all member countries of the

■ Sahelian subregions^ Finally, FAO was engaged in research on identifying factors

impeding the application of research results to food production and on upgrading
^endogenous technologies in selected African countries^

56. The UNIDO representative explained the role of his organization in assisting
developing countries and stated that the technology component was an integral part

f most of UNIDO*s technical assistance programme covering a wide range of activities,
C^ & enumerated. He outlined UNIDO's ?*r©?rame of assistance t

«nd Mdfad that specific *s*in*^cc ee*Ud bo ohtJiirted" ftcn; hi
t H N

g p *n^ htiirted ftcn; his crr-US&i&m
upon request. He reported on UNlDQ's role in the recent establishment of an Inter*

na^pnal Centre for Genetic Engineering and biotechnology, on the various studies
4 technical papers and publications undertaken by his organization on new and

j$m? technologies, and on workshops organized at the national level to stimuli
plogy policy-malcing and technology planning. He also provided tha follow-

. fjattpn on specific assistance tp African countries: the establishment of
$ M*ljW?l"9^tre for technology (Sudan) a feasibility study on the organization of
JS f^fHff^i ?»*? technological fair (Manb River Union) tne implementation of
l^gisiftipn ofi joint v^iiiwr^ (Ethippia) the establishment p£ operational procedures
for the evaluation of technology transfer agreements and.of an information system,
(J&geria) aid th* assistance to the National Office for T^hnology Transfer of Nigeria.
He concludef|J^is statement by calling attention tq tne Resolution passed by the
fourth General Conference of UNibO on %h& strengthening'pf scifintific and techno
logical capacities for iftdii^trial development in developing countries.

57. The representative 6f UNESCO presented his report on the activities for the
implementation of chapter V of the Ugos PJan of Action by the UNESCO Regional
Office for Science and Technology for Africa (ROSTA), With regard1 to activities
focused on the building uo of the national science and technology pase for develop
ment* Ms organisation provided advisory services to member Scales, subregional and
intergovertw^ntal organisations in the setting up pf maehifiery jfpr formulating
science and technology pllicies* In the area of human resources for science and
technclogy, UNESCO had organized a training workshpp on appropriate technology for
engineers, designers and technologists in September 1984. SuppoVt was provided to
a number of scientific and technological orKaniiations in th^e Afrtc^n region within
the framework of pTOtacrtiii? regional co-operation.
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58. A representative of the ECA secretariat introduced a document entitled "The

Development and Transfer of Science and Technology to the Developing World Through

the Master of Science Degree Programme at the World Maritime University", submitted

by the International Maritime. Organization (IMO) for presentation to the Committee.

He pointed out that the main thrust of the document was to inform members about the

establishment, by IMO, of the World Maritime University at Malmo, Sweden, and the

degree and certificate programmes it offered. Participants were invited to bring

the paper to the attention of their respective Governments.; *-•

59. The representative of AIHTTR informed the meeting that the Lagos Plan of Action
demanded that African**£overnments establish innovative technological institutions

of high professional level and quality. Accordingly, ECA and OAU had assisted/
African countries in setting up a number of specialized institutions to spearhead

the industrial transformation of the region, one of them being the African Institute

for Higher Technical Training and research./ AIHTTR represented Africa's collective
effort to develop self-reliance in human resources training for technology-so as to

generate strong momentum for industrialization. He outlined, the priorities of his

institution and the general tenor of its efforts to attain its assigned objectives,

adding that the current meeting had further clarified AIHTTR's responsibilities and

possible contribution to the production and service sectors. The institute's future

plans did indeed take into account the need to provide manpower infrastructure that

would a»rt±«4*o the irmact of science *nt! technology in th© ,rr-ion. , *

60. The representative of "IPO informed the meeting that since November 1983 his \
organization had undertaken many activities in response to chapter V of the Lagos <

Plan of Action, including training courses, the promotion of technological innovation,
the drafting of industrial property, legislation, industrial property, institution-;

building, advisory consultancies, patent information services and technical meetings^

The majority of African countries had benefited from these activities, and in this
regard he made specific reference to: (a) a seminar on industrial property, organ

ized in Gisenyi^Rwanda, in co-operation with CEPGL in June 1984 and attended by
representatives of CEPGL countries; (b> a worksljb^. on intellectual property held

in Maseru in August 1984 in collaboration with the Government of Lesotho'anfr attended
participants from the, states members of the Preferential Trade Area (PTA) and pf

SouthernAfrican Deveiopipent termination Conferences (SADCC) i an4 (c) a seainat
n^ustriai pyop^rty o£ganize,d in-,a§sociatipn with ttfer Gwe'jrnment of Portugal an'*T'

| in Lisbon during September 19£4 for Portuguese-speaking Africa. WIPQ se^e<i as
executing agency for a UNDP funded project for the estabUshmelit of an Informatfoji
Patent Documentation Centre within* the Industrial Property Organization for EngliSh-
speaking Africa (ESARJPO) and maintained close co-operation with tfte African Intel
lectual Property Organization (OAPI). Plans wer^ in hand to conclude a working agree
ment with the African Regional Centre for Technology (AKCT).

The repreisentatiyes of the United Nations Centre on Transnational Corporations
pf™^ the meeting that, in co-operation with t^e Economic Commission for Africa,

ft Joint unit Had* been set up to serve as the focal point for all matters regarding
transnational corporations on the continent, The Joint Unit played a role in the

implementation of the relevant parts of--the Lagos Plan of Action, notably in con

nection with the code of conduct for transnational corporations, meetings on the

subject held in New Y©?fc and documents qn specific codes concerning transnational
corporations, including the one dealing with transfer of technology. The Unit, in

co-operation ^i^h the Centre, had organized a workshop in July 1984 on the^ role of
transnational corporations in the mining industry in Africa, highlighting aspects

relating to the transfer or* technology In response to the preoccupations of the

Lagos Plan of Action. In, the same context the Unit, in co-operation with the Centre,
had provided support services to soae African countries, at their request, in nego
tiations with transnational corporations; on transfers of technology. During the

current biehnium (1984/1985) the Unit planned to study transfers tof technology in

some key; ar>asi of the African economy,, such frs~£ood processing, other processing
i^U^i^^'tOhi 1^
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Current economic and social crisis facing Africa and the science and technology-

input,

62. A representative of the secretariat introduced the memorandum on the critical

economic situation in Africa (E/ECA/CM.10/37/Rev,2), after which he distributed the

report oft the .Scientific Round Table on the Climatic Situation and Drought in Africa

CE/ECA/CM.10/23) to supplement the main documents A general debate followed after

which the Committee, took note of the two documents and recommended action at three
lfevels: .,_Vi - ■ : ' . .

iie>el '

(i) That the national science and technology co-ordinating bodies, the national

meteorological bodies and other relevant national organs should establish national

plans of action taking into account the contents of the Plan of Action described in

paragraph 76 of document E/ECA/CM.10/23 adopted by the tenth meeting of the ECA

Conference of1 Ministers;

(ii) That the national plans should include action required to supply data on

trends of weather and climatic conditions over the last fifty-year period to:

(a) Assist in the analysis of climatic fluctuations;

(b) Act as a base £dr creating an early warning system on weather i

conditions; *

so as to ensure that integrated plans are laid down for appropriate moisture con

servation measures to help alleviate the problem of food shortages in the future;

(iii) That the national plans should also make provision for research and

development on better and faster methods of afforestation and management of forest

resources;

(iv) That all technologies currently available at the national level for

alleviating the drought problem should be identified and used in the short-term;

B.: Subregional level : *

(v) That IGCESTD working groups set up in the three areas of activity that,

relate to the Lagos Plan of Action, taking into account the present drought in .

Africa, should study the measures taken at the national level so as to come up

with a subregional approach to the problem o£ alleviating drought and drought con

ditions ( in order to improve food and energy production and management on a sub-

basis;
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(vi) That the plans of action for activities at the national and subregional

levels should be communicated to IGCESTD for it to mobilize resources for some of

w the activities and projects they contain.

. New technologies and their implications for Africa's development strategy

63. The Chairman introduced the item by providing an overview of the paper on new

technologies and their implications for Africa's development strategy. This was

followed by a representative of the secretariat who indicated that the paper was

only a preliminary report of the meeting held in Swaziland between 22 and 26 October

1984; the final report would be sent to all member States in due course. He also

highlighted the co-operation between the United Nations, OAU and international

agencies that had enabled the meeting to be held. Another member of the secretariat

gave the background to the meeting and mentioned how rapid technological changes

were affecting the world economic situation, and how new technological developments

in developed countries were affecting developing countries in the increasingly

interdependent nature of plobal economies. He wave instances of how develop

ments in biotechnolofjy were affecting the world market for cane sugar, pyrethrum

and other commodities,vhow the advent of glass fibre technology was likely to

affect copper-producing countries, and hov; the rapid growth of micro-electronics

and robotics was displaeinp labour in developed countries and could affect

developing countries as Well. % also stressed the need 'to use remote sensinp

^techniques to explore natural resources in Africa so as to be in a better

bargaining position vis-a-vis the developed-^economies. The Swaziland meeting had
recommended the introduction of a mechanise ^or forecasting the impact of technology^

to help African States:£o.orient their development strategies in time.

* '-'.;

64. In the context o£,the crisis gripping Africa, he mentioned how biological

engineering technology could help agriculture and food production throuph the

introduction of crops capable of growing, in,$roupKt coriHitions, and the cheap

* production of synthetic foods. '" , , ^

* 65. The meeting then addressed itself to the implications-tff new technologies for

• macro-economic oolicy, to technoi,p£y 'adaptation and transfer and financial .con-,,,''

straints, to the need for developing1 endogenous capabilities to cope with the ,new

technologies, to technical co-operation between developine countries in the
assimilation of these technologies, and to the need for technology policies at

national level to cope with such technolopies.

66. One representative wondered whether, unlike the case of the green revolution,

the new technolopies developed were not subiect to patents and industrial property

restrictions - in which, case they woujd be hard to accommodate in national

planning Exercises, in view of their hiph cost. In the field of micro-electronics,

micro^Drocessor^and other (gadeets which would be produced at cost in developed
countries were flooding the markets of developing countries, .-which were losing

their competitive advantage on the laboar market. „ ,

67. Another representative remarked that while TC^C was an essential vehicle for
technological innovation, the national science and technology bodies should fce
prepared to assimilate new technologies so as not to be taVen by surprise when
their nepative effects could not be averted. He recommended that IGCFSTf* should

monitor projects closely and constantly as required by the Lagos Plan of Action.

68. Finally, the Committee endorsed the recommendation to establish an advanced
Technology. Alert System for Africa, withvthe proviso that the implementation of

-.. the other recommendations would be studied in the light of the main report to be

* sent tofmember States later.
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forking Groups of the Intergovernmental Committee of Experts for Science and'
Technology Development and their S'jbregio"nal activities **~

69. The Chairman introduced this item by referring to the decisions and recommend

ations in the report of the Intergovernmental C«mnittee: is second meetings After
explaining how the wprkinp Groups were set up, he informed the Committee that only
the Working Group for the East African Subregion ha-i been able to meet and make ■
proposals on its terms of reference and future activities, ■

70. After showing how the UNFSSTD funds allocated to OAU for the development of

science and technology would be utilized, the representative of OAU told the
meeting that the ECA and OAU secretariats would do their utmost to facilitate
effective participation by member States in the subregional activities of the
Working Groups by providing the convenor country in each subregion with organiz
ational and Secretarial support. ;

71'. Th^representative of Ethiopia and.convener of the forking Group for the East
African; subregion presented the results of his. subreeion's meeting in the form of a
report (ST/IGCESTD/3/5). The Committee took note of the -document with appreciation
and approved the recommendations and conclusions o^ the subregional meeting '-
stressing the following points: *

(a) The activities of the Working Group were important;

(b) The forking Group of the East African subregion Should take all appropriate
steps to implement the recommendations and conclusions or the meeting of the East
African subregion;

(c) Any countries which felt that some of the areas discussed by the East -
African subregional Working Group were relevant to their context should take tip the
•issue at their country levels. . ...■.".

72. With reference to the *ror-kinp Group.,activities of the other subregions, the
Committee noted with appreciation the assurances given by E?ypt, Zambia and
the Republic of Cameroon - the conveners for their respective subregion's - that
the meetings of their- suhregions would be held in early 1985. It also made an

urgent appeal to all the Working Groups to take all-steps to fulfil their terms r

of reference with the assistance of ECA, OAU and any other agency or organization
of the United Nations and other systems, and to report positive developments at the
following meeting of the Intergovernmental Committee.

73. Finally, the Committee agreed to include in the resort of the meeting of the
Working Group of the East African subregion the proposal- of UNESCO which was setting
up a subregional energy information and exchange network.
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Any other business . . ..

74. The representative of Zambia introduced a rarer entitled "A Proposal to (
Expand the Terms of Reference of the Intergovernmental Committee of Experts for
Science and Technology Development" in which it was proposed to expand the.terms

of reference of the Committee and modify its name. He stressed that the proposal

was.in keeping both with the views expressed by the Heads of States and Governments
in several forums and with reports that the problem of creating adeauate insti

tutional structures should be kept constantly under review in order to streamline
existing mechanisms and create new ones where necessary. The need for his

proposal arose from legislative mandates by member States that put various units

of the Natural Resources Division, such as those dealing with energy resources

water resources, mineral resources, cartography and remote sensing and marine affairs,

under pressure to create new subsidiary organs of the Commission - a move which
if effected, he feld would tax the limited resources o* member States.

75. Should the Committee's terms of reference be expanded, on the other hand, the

Committee could serve as the necessary legislative authority for a number of Units
within,the secretariat and at the same time allow for a more effective use of
limited resources; another benefit would be a wider input to the work of the
Committee. It was therefore suggested that the Committee should be renamed the
"Intergovernmental Committee of Experts on Science and Technology, Energy and
Natural Resources Pevelonpent".

76. He concluded by inviting initial reactions *ro«i participants so that the
secretariat could activate the necessary machinery to"enable a formal presentation
to be put to the Committee next year.

77. The discussions which followed revealed general agreement with the need to

streamline existing machinery so as to increase co-ordination and avoid duplication.

Participants also felt that the proposed terms of reference of the new Committee
needed to be expanded so as to enable it to receive information and focus attention
on critical problems concerning the development of science and technology at the '
national, subregional and particularly international levels where developments
on the international scene had to be recognized and Publicized. The view was
also expressed that the name of the Committee need not be modified, since science
and technology were cross-sectoral in nature, although the subject areas to be
covered by the Committee should be fully reflected in its detailed terms of
reference.

78. The Committee decided:

(a)^ To note the proposal to expand its terms of reference and request the
secretariat, in consultation with Zambia and other member States, to improve on the
terms of reference taking into account the concerns expressed at the current meeting;

(b) To request the secretariat to include the subject as a main item on the
agenda for the following meeting of the Committee and to report to the Committee on
the outcome of the consultations referred to abftvc;

(c) To maintain its existing title;
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(d) To take cognizance of the constraints and difficulties facing the sec

retariat in that regard and to appreciate and share the concern of the secretariat

in ensuring that efforts taken to backstop the activities of the Committee should

be appropriated streamlined anH effectively co-orriinateH in an environment of

limited resources and within the current structural set up of the Natural Resources

Division in the ECA Secretariat, where the Science and Technology Unit needed to

be strengthened so that it could play its Part in advising other sectors of the

secretariat.

79. *\'ith regard to developments on the international scene concerning the financing

of science and technolopy activities in the developing countries, the Committee

expressed a desire to be kept abreast of such developments including the current

status of and negotiations on the United Nations Financing System for Science and

Technology for Development. The substantive and active involvement of African

Governments, in co-ordination with the OAU secretariat, was felt to be crucially

necessary in order to be able to influence the outcome of those negotiations in

a manner that would safeguard the overall interests of Africa.

Adoption of the report and closure of the meeting

80, The meeting considered the draft report and adopted in with minor amendments.

The Chairman reviewed the main issues dealt with and expressed his appreciation to

participants and the representatives of the secretariat for their contributions to

the successful outcome o^ the meeting. He then declared the meeting closed.




